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Conflict Update # 96 

June 20th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Ukrainian sources stated that the coming 

week will be decisive for Russian forces to 

complete the capture of Severodonetsk and that 

Russian forces will focus troops and equipment on 

the area.  

Ukrainian sources confirmed that Russian 

forces control all of Severodonetsk with the 

exception of the Azot industrial zone, where fights 

are ongoing.  

Russian sources are likely setting 

information conditions to justify slow and 

unsuccessful advances towards Slovyansk from 

the southeast of Izyum and west of Lyman.  

Russian forces are likely intensifying 

operations to interdict Ukrainian lines of 

communication along the T1302 Bakhmut-

Lysychansk highway in order to support escalating 

operations in Severodonetsk-Lysychansk.  

Russian forces continued to focus on 

resisting further Ukrainian advances north of 

Kharkiv City towards the international border. 

Russian forces are continuing defensive 

operations along the Southern Axis.  

Ukrainian partisan activity is continuing to complicate efforts by Russian occupation authorities to consolidate 

control of occupied areas.  

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Ukrainian sources confirmed that 

Russian forces control all of Severodonetsk except for the Azot chemical plant, where fights are ongoing on June 20. Head 

of the Luhansk Oblast Administration Serhiy Haidai stated that Ukrainian troops “only control the Azot plant” and that 

Russian troops are fighting within the industrial zone. Haidai additionally confirmed that Russian forces took control of 

the southeastern suburb of Metolkine, but claimed that the remaining Ukrainian forces in Severodonetsk are still not 

completely encircled. Deputy Ukrainian Defense Minister Hanna Malyar stated that the coming week will be decisive for 

Russian forces to complete the capture of Severodonetsk and that Russian leadership has set June 26 as the deadline for 

Russian forces to reach the Luhansk Oblast administrative borders. Russian forces are accumulating equipment around 
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Toshkivka, which is still highly-contested territory, and are 

drawing equipment into Starobilsk (approximately 40km 

northeast of Severodonetsk in Russian-occupied Luhansk 

Oblast) to support operations in Severodonetsk from the 

east. Russian forces will likely continue to funnel troops and 

equipment into Severodonetsk to complete the capture of 

the industrial zone in the coming week. 

Russian forces focused on maintaining positions to the 

southeast of Izyum and west of Lyman but did not make any 

confirmed advances towards Slovyansk on June 20. They 

reportedly conducted an unsuccessful assault on 

Bohorodychne, about 20 kilometers northwest of Slovyansk. 

Russian Telegram channel “Military chronicle” notably 

claimed that Ukrainian positions around Slovyansk are 

highly fortified and on “dominant heights,” which likely is an 

attempt to set information conditions to justify slow, 

grinding, and largely unsuccessful Russian advances towards 

Slovyansk.  

The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that Russian 

troops around Lyman are conducting continual airstrikes 

and attempting to prevent Ukrainian forces from 

regrouping in this area. Their forces remain unlikely to 

advance on Slovyansk as they concentrate resources on 

completing the capture of Severodonetsk and the rest of 

Luhansk Oblast. 

They continued efforts to interdict Ukrainian lines of 

communication east of Bakhmut along the T1302 

Bakhmut-Lysychansk highway but did not make any 

confirmed advances on June 20. UGS reported that 

Russian sabotage groups near Bakhmut conducted an 

unsuccessful assault on Mykolaivka, which is a settlement 

directly along the T1302 highway.  

Chechen troops additionally continued efforts to take 

control of Zolote to further support efforts to interdict 

Ukrainian lines of communication along the T1302. 

Ukrainian officials have stated that the coming week will 

be decisive for the Russian offensive on Severodonetsk 

and Lysychansk, and Russian troops will likely further 
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intensify artillery attacks east of Bakhmut along the T1302 in order to set conditions for an offensive northward to support 

the encirclement of Ukrainian troops in Severodonetsk-Lysychansk from the south. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces 

north of Kharkiv City continued to focus on preventing 

further Ukrainian advances towards the international 

border on June 20. Deputy Ukrainian Defense Minister 

Hanna Malyar claimed that Ukrainian troops have nearly 

reached the Russian border in Kharkiv Oblast and that 

Ukrainian forces still have some territory to liberate north 

of Kharkiv City.  

While ISW cannot independently confirm the positions of 

Ukrainian troops near the Russian border, Ukrainian 

counteroffensive operations in this area will likely continue 

to pressure Russian troops to fight for control of occupied 

frontiers and intensify artillery attacks against Ukrainian 

positions around Kharkiv City. Russian forces additionally 

conducted artillery attacks and unsuccessful 

reconnaissance-in-force southeast of Kharkiv City, likely in 

response to Ukrainian counteroffensive actions southeast 

of Kharkiv City heading towards the Izyum area. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian forces 

focused on defensive operations and fired on Ukrainian 

positions along the Southern Axis on June 20. They 

intensified artillery strikes on the Mykolaiv-Kherson Oblast 

border, likely in response to recent Ukrainian 

counterattacks along the border south of Davydiv Brid and 

just north of Kherson City.  

Ukraine’s Zaporizhia Oblast Military Administration stated 

that Russian forces are continuing to move equipment 

northwards towards the Vasylivka district (approximately 

40 kilometers south of Zaporizhia City) in order to fortify 

and defend occupied positions in western Zaporizhia 

Oblast.  
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Commander of the Azov Regiment Rodion Kudryshov notably claimed that Ukrainian forces in Zaporizhia have moved 

from defensive to offensive positions, which is consistent with reporting that Russian troops are concentrating forces and 

equipment in Zaporizhia Oblast to prepare for potential Ukrainian counteroffensives.  Russian forces are reportedly 

engaging in continual counter-battery operations along the E105 (also known as the M18) highway that runs through 

Vasylivka south of Zaporizhia City. Russian forces continued missile and artillery strikes against various areas of Kherson, 

Zaporizhia, Dnipropetrovsk, Mykolaiv, and Odesa Oblasts. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian authorities continued to struggle with consolidating control of occupied 

territories in the face of persistent Ukrainian partisan pressure. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported on June 20 

that mass partisan activity in occupied territories is preventing Russian authorities from being able to present public 

support for the accession of these areas to Russia. The Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) similarly claimed 

that Russian authorities in Berdyansk are faking queues for Russian passports at local administrative centers in order to 

fabricate a false façade of public desire for Russian citizenship. The GUR additionally reported that Russian occupation 

authorities in Starobilsk, Luhansk Oblast, are coercing people into collective farming schemes and forcing those who work 

in these schemes into taking Russian citizenship. Ukrainian partisan activity is likely having administrative consequences 

on Russian efforts to institute Russian citizenship processes en masse within occupied territories. 

Ukrainian officials are emphasizing that the coming week will be decisive for Russian efforts to take control 

of Severodonetsk. Deputy Ukrainian Defense Minister Hanna Malyar reported that Russian leadership has set June 26 as 

the deadline for Russian forces to reach the Luhansk Oblast administrative border, which will likely result in intensified 

efforts to take full control of Severodonetsk and move westward towards the Oblast border. Head of the Luhansk 

Regional State Administration Serhiy Haidai reported that Russian forces control all of Severodonetsk except for the 

industrial zone as of June 20, which is the first explicit Ukrainian confirmation that Russian forces control all of 

Severodonetsk with the exception of the Azot plant. Russian forces will likely continue efforts to clear the Azot plant and 

complete encirclement operations south of Severodonetsk and Lysychansk by driving up the T1302 Bakhmut-Lysychansk 

highway. 

Russian authorities likely seek to leverage the consequences of Russia’s blockade on Ukrainian grain exports 

in order to cajole the West into weakening its sanctions. Head of state-owned propaganda outlet RT Margarita Simonyan 

stated on June 20 that the famine caused by Russia’s blockade on grain exports will force the rest of the world to lift 

sanctions in order to curb further effects of global famine. Simonyan’s statement is especially salient considering a report 

by the UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth, and Development Office that Ukraine had generated 12% of global wheat and 

barley exports and that Russia’s blockade has trapped over 20 million tons of grain in storage. 

The UK Ministry of Defense claimed on June 20 that consistent failures of the Russian air force have significantly 

contributed to Russia’s limited success in Ukraine. The UK MoD emphasized that the Russian air force has continually 

underperformed and been largely risk-averse, failing to establish air superiority or give Russian forces a decisive 

advantage in Ukraine. The report additionally claimed that training procedures for air force personnel are scripted and 

designed to impress senior officials but do not adequately prepare personnel for the challenges of active air combat. 

Impacts 

Russian Warship Violated Danish Territorial Waters In Baltic Sea - A Russian warship early on Friday twice 

violated Danish territorial waters north of the Baltic Sea island of Bornholm where a democracy festival attended by 

senior officials and business people was taking place, the Danish Armed Forces said. 

Denmark called the action an unacceptable provocation. The Russian embassy in Copenhagen said the Danes provided 

no evidence. 
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The Russian warship entered Danish waters without authorization at 0030 GMT on Friday and again a few hours later, 

the armed forces said in a statement. The warship left after the Danish navy established radio contact, it said. 

“A deeply irresponsible, gross and completely unacceptable Russian provocation in the middle of #fmdk,” Denmark’s 

Foreign Minister Jeppe Kofod said on Twitter, referring to the Democracy Festival of Denmark. 

The annual festival is attended by senior government officials, including Kofod and Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen. 

“Bullying methods do not work against Denmark,” Kofod said. 

He said the Russian ambassador had been summoned, which was confirmed by the Russian embassy in Copenhagen. 

Coping With Rising Food Prices In Central Asia - The cost of living is on the rise in Central Asia just like it is around 

the world. COVID-19, severe droughts, supply problems caused by the pandemic, and, most recently, the war in Ukraine 

have all been contributing factors. 

For several months now, there have been reports of shortages and increased prices of food staples such as flour, rice, 

cooking oil, sugar, and in some parts, carrots and onions. And it's not only food that is getting expensive. So are fuel, 

electricity, gas, and everything else. 

This inflation, of course, hits the most vulnerable in what are already lower-middle-income, remittance- and import-

dependent economies. 

In Uzbekistan, for instance, where the government calculates the so-called "Plov index" to measure the cost of living, the 

average price of a portion of this traditional dish in Tashkent has gone up by almost 70 percent, or a dollar, since 

December 2019. This is a significant rise given that the average salary in the country is roughly $300. 

Prices for particular products have skyrocketed. For example, flour has gone up by 30 percent. At the beginning of this 

year, we would buy a 50-kilogram sack -- and we usually buy flour in such amounts to save some money -- for $28. Now 

it costs $35. An average income in Tajikistan is around $150 so it's quite a substantial sum. 

Canada prepares to unveil plan for North America’s aging defences amid warnings on NORAD - 

Expectations are high as Canadian Defense Minister Anita Anand prepares to unveil the federal government’s plans to 

upgrade North America’s aging defensive systems. 

The announcement at an Ontario air force base on Monday morning comes amid warnings from U.S. and Canadian 

military officials and experts about the state of NORAD, particularly in light of Russia‘s invasion of Ukraine. 

The government has said some of the $8 billion in new military funding in April’s federal budget would be spent on 

NORAD, which is expected to include a new long-range radar system capable of detecting threats coming from the Arctic. 

Anand also said last month that the government was weighing whether Canada should finally join the U.S. in actively 

defending against intercontinental ballistic missiles, which it opted against doing in 2005. 

Berlin fires up coal to cut reliance on Russian gas in wake of Ukraine invasion - Germany is to burn more coal 

as it seeks to limit its use of Russian gas. 

Economy minister Robert Habeck admitted it meant his country would be raising usage of a highly polluting fossil fuel to 

ensure its energy security. ‘That’s bitter, but it’s simply necessary in this situation to lower gas usage,’ he insisted. 

Mr Habeck said he believed the move was politically motivated. 

Last month the EU agreed to halt most Russian oil imports but an embargo on its gas is a long way off. Russia supplies 

about 27 per cent of the union’s imported oil and 40 per cent of its natural gas. 
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Member states have been reluctant to rapidly reduce their reliance on Russian natural gas because it will drive up prices 

for European consumers. 

We face a global economic crisis. And no one knows what to do about it - Back in February, plenty of investors 

were betting that the buildup of Russian troops on Ukraine’s border was no more than an elaborate bluff. 

The Russian and Ukrainian currencies appreciated in value as hedge funds and private equity firms, signaling their faith 

in some form of peace deal emerging, confidently bought rubles and the Ukrainian hryvnia. 

Today there is a war going on that has effectively locked up the raw materials and food usually exported by both nations, 

and no one knows when the conflict will end. 

It is clear from the collapse in global stock markets and sliding cryptocurrency values that investors are panicked by the 

uncertainty. Shares in the US, where the S&P 500 index is down by almost a quarter since January, have suffered their 

worst start to a year for 60 years. 

We have seen panics before, notably after the 2008 crash. Investment firms, despite their reputations as the clever 

custodians of pension fund money, always press the sell button at the first sign of trouble. Collectively, it leads to a rout. 

Seasoned policymakers know how to react in such uncertain times, and that is to do whatever it takes to reassure 

investors that their money is safe. Western governments have dipped into their reserves, and when that well of cash has 

run dry, borrowed heavily to maintain a stable outlook for their economies. Vital support has arrived in the form of cheap 

borrowing from central banks. With low interest rates acting like the cavalry in a John Wayne film, everyone has been 

able to rest assured the panic will be short-lived. 

Not anymore. This time there is a real war, not just a financial one, and no one quite knows what to do. The major powers 

cannot agree about how to fight it and policymakers cannot agree about how to handle the fallout, especially the 

shortages of raw materials and food from Ukraine and Russia that are pushing inflation to 10% and beyond. 

In particular, central banks have lost their nerve. Instead of being a reassuring presence, they are adding to the sense of 

panic by increasing the cost of borrowing. As one analyst said about the US central bank’s decision to raise interest rates 

by 0.75 percentage points last week: “The Federal Reserve is going to hike interest rates until policymakers break 

inflation, but the risk is that they also break the economy.” 

On Thursday, the Bank of England pushed its base rate to 1.25% after a period of more than a decade during which it had 

never climbed higher than 0.75%. Some analysts believe the base rate will increase to 3% by the end of next year after 

Threadneedle Street put tackling inflation above sustaining growth. 

We know that an increase in the cost of borrowing in the UK, the Eurozone and the US, which is what we are now 

witnessing, will do nothing to bring down prices. 

Inflation is an affliction caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and to a lesser but important extent by China’s difficulties 

with Covid after its vaccine development failures, which have caused repeated lockdowns and holdups at ports. In the 

UK, Brexit adds a further big twist because it has damaged trade and cut the number of available workers. 

The justification for higher interest rates, then, must lie elsewhere, and central banks, to justify their spasm of action, 

argue they must go ahead to avert a wages spiral – one where pay exceeds inflation. 

In Britain, this argument presumes that the average worker, to prevent a fall in personal living standards, will be able to 

negotiate a pay deal that beats the Bank of England’s latest forecast for peak inflation later this year of 11%. 
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When the government is expected to limit public sector pay rises to between 0% and 3% this year, that means private 

sector increases would have to be even higher – about 12% or 13% on average. These levels of pay rise are a fiction. 

Worker power, apart from in some discrete pockets of the labour market, is a mirage. 

Yet the Bank looks likely to press ahead anyway, which leaves anyone looking for reasons to remain confident turning to 

Rishi Sunak. 

The chancellor has made it clear he values fiscal rectitude above the “whatever it takes” open-ended commitments 

needed to foster confidence. He has warm words for investors about low business taxes, special visas for foreign 

entrepreneurs and a reheated Thatcherite plan to increase the number of workers by compelling more of those on 

benefits to look for work. 

That is a feeble collection of micro-policies that will do little to improve the mood of companies looking to invest in the 

UK. No wonder the pound has tumbled. Few investors want to buy British at the moment, and who can blame them? 

Putin 

Russian Vox Pop: When Will Putin Leave Office, And What Then? - Current Time reporters asked people across 

Russia how and when they think Russian President Vladimir Putin will leave office and what changes his departure might 

bring. Answers ranged from, "He'll either be killed or will die," and "I hope a disease will take him down as soon as 

possible," to: "I can see no other candidates. Only Putin." 

Putin is ‘no more of an aberration’ in Russia than Boris Johnson or Donald Trump -  Putin: His Life and Times, 

by renowned journalist Philip Short, which is to be published at the end of this month, gives an insight into the early life 

of the president, where he grew up in a modest household which was not concerned with politics and focused heavily 

on his “sambo” martial art. 

The book reveals Putin’s early affiliation with the West – which was at odds with other senior members of his party at 

the time, who were still skeptical of the new world order. It looks at post-Communism and charts Russia’s relationship 

with the West – and NATO – since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. 

Putin has cited his desire for assurances that Ukraine will never be allowed to join NATO as a reason for his invasion. He 

has also made recent threats over plans for expansion of NATO membership to include countries such as Sweden and 

Finland. 

Mr Short, who spent eight years researching and writing the book, including carrying out almost 200 interviews in a dozen 

countries, explores the personality of Mr Putin and looks at what forces and experiences shaped his decisions since he 

took on the role of president in 2000. 

Short writes: "There is no reason to think that when Putin leaves the scene, the West’s problems will be over. Whoever 

succeeds him – whether an individual or a collective leadership – is unlikely to put Russia on a fundamentally different 

course, either at home or abroad.” 

The book quotes an interview published in a St Petersburg newspaper shortly after the fall of communism, where Putin 

stated the IMF conditions for helping Russia were carried out in a “balanced and targeted way” and that the West's 

philosophy is to “create in Russia the nucleus of a future effective market economy, to get things moving from a standing 

start, to help our enterprises to understand the philosophy of market relations. And that is all correct.” 

Putin added: "We need foreign resources, Western experience, new ecological technology. We don't need to be afraid 

of attracting large scale Western capital.” 
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The comments are a stark contrast to recent opinions expressed by him, who has warned that major companies’ recent 

withdrawal from Russia would be to their detriment – not Russia’s. 

The book also raises questions about the affordability of the lavish lifestyle of Putin's family in the mid-1990s when he 

was head of the legal department at the General Affairs Office, and then of the Kremlin's Control Directorate. It details 

holidays taken by the family, including a trip to the Cote d’Azure, a few days in Finland, a skiing holiday in Davos, and 

family trips to Hamburg, Vienna and Mauritius. 

Sanctions 

Sovcomflot Fleet Fully Covered By Russian Insurers - Russia’s state-run Sovcomflot has insured all its cargo ships 

with Russian insurers and the cover meets international rules, the chief executive said, after Western insurers withdrew 

cover. 

Western insurers halted insurance cover for Russia’s biggest shipping group when Sovcomflot was hit by sanctions after 

Moscow sent troops across the border into Ukraine. 

Sources told Reuters this month that state-controlled Russian National Reinsurance Company had become the main 

reinsurer of Russian ships, including Sovcomflot’s fleet. 

Russia’s Sovcomflot Plans to Sell Part of Its Fleet as Sanctions Bite - Russia’s leading shipping company 

Sovcomflot plans to sell part of its fleet, it said on Friday, as it grapples with Western sanctions and seeks to repay 

outstanding loans. 

Sovcomflot has faced growing challenges in concluding charters as ports, end purchasers, marine insurers and other 

freight companies pull back from Russian business amid sanctions imposed in response to Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine.  

Lloyds List shipping newspaper reported, citing unnamed sources, that up to a third of Sovcomflot’s owned fleet was up 

for sale as it sought to repay Western loans. 

Sovcomflot said the “rumors” about the sell-off of a third of its fleet were “exaggerated.” 

“Ageing shipping facilities as well as vessels, usage of which seemed to be impossible due to restrictions imposed against 

Russian commercial fleet, have been put up for sale,” Sovcomflot said.  

The company owns and operates 122 vessels, including 50 crude oil tankers, 34 tankers for transportation of oil products. 

14 shuttle tankers, 10 gas carriers and 10 icebreakers. 

Kazakh President Vows Not To Violate Sanctions Against Russia - President Qasym-Zhomart Toqaev has vowed 

that Kazakhstan won't break international sanctions imposed against Russia over its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. 

In an interview with Russia's Rossia-24 TV broadcast on June 15, Toqaev said his country continued to work with the 

Russian government in an "intensified manner," but quickly added that "sanctions are sanctions." 

"We cannot violate them, especially because we receive warnings about possible so-called secondary sanctions against 

our economy from the West if we did violate the sanctions," he said. 

China Buys $7.5 Billion of Russian Energy With Oil at Record - Open China continued to snap up Russian energy 

products last month, including a record quantity of crude oil, lifting purchases to $7.47 billion -- about $1 billion more 

than April and double the amount of a year ago. 
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Chinese demand also started to show some improvement as virus restrictions were loosened, easing logistical snarls and 

allowing industrial production to rebound. 

China’s total imports from Russia accelerated in May, surging 80 percent on year to $10.27 billion, as Beijing continues 

to offer support to an otherwise isolated government in Moscow. 

Crude imports rose 55 percent from a year ago to 8.42 million tons, with Russia overtaking Saudi Arabia as China’s main 

source of oil, according to customs data released on Monday. 

Russian liquefied natural sales rose 54 percent to 397,000 tons, despite a 28 percent decline in China’s overall purchases 

of the super-chilled fuel. 

The volume of gas excludes imports from pipelines, which haven’t been reported by customs since the start of the year 

but are the main mode of transporting the fuel from Russia to China. 

Humanitarian 

Survivor Recounts Dire Conditions For Captives Of Russian Soldiers In Ukraine Basement - The elderly and 

sick died quietly. 

Crowded with hundreds of others held captive by Russian soldiers for four weeks in an airless, unsanitary school 

basement in Yahidne, a village in the Chernihiv region of northern Ukraine, the ill and the frail were particularly 

vulnerable. 

Several could not withstand the lack of medicine, food, fresh air, and overall comfort in the dark, stuffy rooms they shared 

with more than 300 other captives of the invading forces, survivors said. 

One person died every three days on average, Valeria Vidkovska, 20, recalled. Sometimes, she said, their deaths went 

unnoticed until they did not get up for daily food rations. 

Fellow captives “would try to wake a person up when the distribution of food begun, but the person would already be 

cold [from death],” she told RFE/RL in an interview. 

“It was dark in there, everyone was 

sitting, they didn't walk, [so] it was 

impossible to know that someone had 

died,” she said. By the time Russian 

forces retreated from Yahidne and the 

survivors emerged almost a month after 

they were forced into the school 

basement, 10 people had died, according 

to a record scrawled by the captives on a 

wall. The toll was confirmed by Ukrainian 

Prosecutor General Iryna Venediktova 

and the UN high commissioner for 

human rights. 

One of the few photos from inside the basement during captivity taken by an individual who managed to hide his phone 

shows dozens of people crowded in a room shoulder-to-shoulder. 

There was no toilet in the basement. During the first week, captives were forced to use buckets as toilets until the 

basement became too crowded and unsanitary, Vidkovska said. 
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When Ukrainian forces drove the Russian military out of Yahidne at the end of March, some of the captives had nothing 

to return to. 

Homes were destroyed, emptied of valuables, and in some cases, mined with explosives. Russian soldiers gutted the 

apartment where Vidkovska lived with her family, according to a video her mother made upon returning to their building. 

Vidkovska estimated that as many as 20 Russian soldiers may have lived there during the occupation. 

The Russian soldiers stole the family’s three flatscreen TVs, fur coats, and other clothing and badly damaged the walls 

and doors of the apartment, Vidkovska’s mother said in the video. 

Theft of jewelry, appliances, and consumer goods by Russian soldiers during their invasion of Ukraine has been 

widespread and well documented in photographs and videos. 

Geopolitics 

US rejects China's Taiwan Strait assertion as tensions rise: 'Absurd' - A game of diplomatic brinkmanship is 

unfolding between China and the United States over one of the world's key – and potentially most explosive – waterways. 

As China tries to move 

incrementally closer to its 

goal of controlling Taiwan, it 

has sought to upend the 

status quo surrounding the 

Taiwan Strait, declaring it 

holds sovereignty over the 

strategic passage. 

Taiwan says the seas are an 

"international waterway" – 

an assertion strongly backed 

by the United States. 

However last week, China's 

Foreign Ministry said the 

country "has sovereignty, sovereign rights and jurisdiction over the Taiwan Strait" and called it "a false claim when certain 

countries call the Taiwan Strait 'international waters'." 

According to Bloomberg, the unprecedented claim – which Taipei has labelled "absurd" – was presented by Chinese 

officials to their US counterparts in recent meetings but the rising superpower has only now gone public with it. 

On Monday, it reported officials in the White House have decided to reject China's vague assertion but are concerned it 

could set the stage for potential conflict as the US promises to continue its "freedom of navigation" exercises through 

the water that separates China and Taiwan. 

US warships, and on occasion those from allied nations, have sailed through the strait in recent years, consistently 

drawing anger from Beijing. 

Officials in the Biden administration told Bloomberg that it wasn’t clear yet whether China would take practical steps to 

enforce its newly stated position. 
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But the latest remarks from China have sparked concern in the media that it could seek "to close" the Taiwan Strait and 

added fuel to the fire about the long-standing prospect of the region sparking major conflict. 

'We didn't stay neutral during apartheid': Finnish minister urges SA, Africa to take a stand on Ukraine - 

Finnish Foreign Minister Pekka Haavisto says his country didn't take a neutral stance when injustices such as colonization 

and apartheid happened on the African continent. 

Haavisto also said Finland applied to join the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) after Russia invaded Ukraine 

earlier this year. Finland and Sweden have both applied for NATO membership in response to the invasion. 

He said during the recent Nordic-African Foreign Ministers meeting, he explained to his African counterparts how the 

security situation had changed. 

Some African countries, including South Africa, have chosen to take a non-aligned position on the matter. South Africa 

chose to abstain in a vote against Russia by the United Nations General Assembly, which was aimed at suspending Russia 

from the UN Human Rights Council. 

Haavisto, in a meeting with African journalists, said while Nordic countries were known for their neutrality, they did not 

stay silent during critical times in history.  

"We did not stay neutral during apartheid in South Africa. We didn't stay neutral on the colonization of African countries. 

As Nordic countries, we were strongly condemning the colonial behaviour of some countries on the African continent. 

"We are asking African countries to understand our position in this situation. When international rules are broken, 

countries should not stay neutral, they must open their mouths and make a stand. But we understand that all countries 

have their own policies." 

China Faces a Growing Crisis of Foreign Investor Confidence - Headwinds are becoming increasingly evident in 

China’s years-long campaign to lure foreign money to its gargantuan financial markets, spurred by divergent trends in 

monetary policy and potentially more fundamental geopolitical shifts. 

In the past decade, Beijing has been steadily opening up to overseas capital, seeking a counterbalance to outbound 

pressures—the Chinese households and companies that want to deploy cash abroad. Regulators began with foreign 

central banks, and then steadily widened the universe of investors allowed in. The latest reform came just last month. 

For global fund managers, this initiative offered a great opportunity to diversify portfolios and goose returns. Chinese 

markets would often move in somewhat different directions than those in major developed nations. And China’s bonds 

offered significant premiums at a time of zero interest rates in many advanced economies. 

And indeed, the foreigners came in droves, having plowed record amounts into Chinese bonds and equities in recent 

years. But now that dynamic has been turned on its head. 

Foreign investors are fleeing China’s stock and bond markets, and there’s no immediate sign of an end to the exodus. 

There have been three main drivers of the change: 

A deepening monetary-policy divergence, with the US Federal Reserve embarking on the most powerful interest-rate 

hiking campaign in decades and, by contrast, the People’s Bank of China easing its policy settings to shore up economic 

growth. 

The collapse in China’s growth rate due to the impact of rolling lockdowns and restrictions to curb Covid-19, which has 

dented foreign investor confidence. 

A hit from Russia’s war on Ukraine as investors worry about how sanctions would spill over into China’s markets. 
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The end result. Overseas investors have cut holdings of Chinese government bonds for the past four months. Global funds 

sold a net 14.2 billion yuan ($2.1 billion) of Chinese sovereign debt in May, bringing the selloff over that period to 143 

billion yuan, according to official data. 

That’s the longest stretch of monthly outflows since 2014, according to Bloomberg calculations based on ChinaBond data. 

Overseas ownership of China’s government bonds fell to 10.3% in May from a record 11.1% in January. 

The monetary policy split was on display this week as the People’s Bank of China kept a key interest rate unchanged 

while, just days later, the Fed lifted US rates three quarters of a percentage point, its biggest move since 1994. That saw 

the discount on Chinese 10-year yields versus their US peers hit its biggest mark in well over a decade. 

Losing Appeal - Chinese bonds are now yielding less than US Treasuries 

To be sure, there have been some signs that the selloff, especially in equities, has been easing. The lifting of a bruising 

two-month lockdown in Shanghai has stirred expectations that the Chinese economy has bottomed out and a recovery 

is underway. Even so, the city is still planning to conduct mass coronavirus testing drives every weekend until the end of 

July. 

Meantime, there are geopolitical concerns—underscored by Chinese President Xi Jinping holding his second phone call 

with Vladimir Putin since his Russian counterpart invaded Ukraine in late February. 

Xi reiterated support for Russia’s security concerns, an alignment that’s unsettled some investors. 

“This Putin-Xi call will exacerbate Western frustration with China’s refusal to condemn the Russian invasion, lack of 

meaningful support for Ukrainian sovereignty, and harsh criticism of Western sanctions against Russia,” according to Neil 

Thomas, a China analyst at Eurasia Group, the political risk advisory and consulting firm.  

The Enemy of My Friend Remains My Friend: China’s Ukraine Dilemma - State media in China remains 

equivocal about the level of destruction and mayhem caused by the Russian invasion of Ukraine. However, the Chinese 

government has stated it will meet the challenge of overcoming strained global supplies resulting from the conflict and 

has emphasized that the nation’s food security will be ensured. Nevertheless, given Ukraine’s position as a global 

agricultural supplier, China has not fully appreciated the scope of the problem.  

At a broader level, the war is a litmus test for China’s ability to navigate geopolitical troubles along the Belt and Road 

Initiative (BRI). Thus far, the conflict has underscored the difficulties facing China in moving beyond convenient 

cordialities to play the role of a benign ‘balancer’ in global politics. In its relationships with Moscow and Kyiv, Beijing is 

entangled financially with both sides. Furthermore, China is now exposed to secondary sanctions due to its economic 

entanglement with Russia. At the same time, its investments, construction projects and supply chains that traverse 

Ukraine risk destruction as the war drags on. 

The Strategic Perils of Not Picking Sides: “An Objective and Impartial Position” 

For much of the last decade, China has cultivated its bilateral relationship with Ukraine, increasing its trade in goods, 

supplying investment, and undertaking construction projects to develop industry and infrastructure. This pattern of 

cooperation between Beijing and Kyiv continued unfettered, even as tensions between Russia – another crucial BRI 

partner – and Ukraine intensified. Not even the annexation of Crimea in 2014, or the initial war in Donbas altered Beijing’s 

political ‘agnosticism’ concerning the divisions emerging within the ranks of its partners along the BRI’s winding – and 

troublesome – path to the European Union. In an effort to sustain its economic and strategic efforts in the region, Beijing 

professed neutrality in the conflicts among its partners. 

Nonetheless, the scale and intensity of the current Russia-Ukraine war has deeply challenged this tenet of Chinese foreign 

policy. Outright political assistance to Russia in its act of aggression toward an independent and sovereign state would 
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make Beijing an accomplice in Moscow’s invasion, triggering reprisals from the international community (including key 

BRI partners) and thus, negatively impact business. On the other hand, a circumstantial decoupling from Russia would 

lead to the deliberate estrangement of a vital BRI partner, cause troubles in Central Asia and precipitate difficulties in 

ensuring steady and affordable energy supply. 

Beijing is thus caught between an (economic) rock and a (geopolitical) hard place, keeping its stance of assumed 

‘neutrality,’ while sending myriad contradictory messages. Furthermore, the People’s Republic of China government’s 

creation of distinct narratives on the Ukraine War for internal domestic consumption and for the larger global audience, 

have increased the confusion around China’s position and intentions. At the beginning of the invasion, the official line 

was that the PRC “advocates respecting and safeguarding the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries,” this 

being “equally applicable to the Ukraine issue,” but simultaneously declared the need to respect Russia’s “legitimate 

security appeals” concerning NATO’s  eastward expansion (PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs (FMPRC), February 26). Later 

messaging failed to shed further light on this issue. In terms of internal consumption, an overarching leitmotif of various 

hawkish press outlets such as PLA Daily or the People’s Daily, in their respective pen named pieces by  “Jun Sheng” and 

“Zhong Sheng,” is to denounce the U.S. and NATO for “provoking” or “escalating” the conflict for their own benefit.  

On the international scene, Beijing has taken a different approach, but has similarly obfuscated the main issue, which is 

the actual invasion of Ukraine by Russia. Chinese officials continue to promulgate a diffuse narrative about “upholding 

an objective and impartial position” on the matter and claim that “China always stands on the side of peace” stating that 

“a fundamental solution is to accommodate the legitimate security concerns of all relevant parties.” 

At a strategic level, China’s tacit endorsement of its Russian partner provides little additional structural advantage aside 

from discounted prices for oil, gas and coal. In fact, lending support to Russia may actually damage the PRC’s geostrategic 

position, as it reinforces Western, particularly transatlantic unity, thereby bringing Europe and the U.S. closer on an ever-

increasing range of issue. For China, the situation could worsen further, should Putin’s regime collapse or an armistice is 

reached that sidelines Beijing. In such a scenario, China would face a coherent Western bloc while tied to a partner that 

lacks either sufficient leverage on the global scene or the necessary purchasing power to absorb Chinese exports. 

Nobody in Kyiv will soon forget which partnership mattered during the war and which was simply a paper dragon. When 

the war ends, a clearer delineation of geopolitical blocs will have taken shape, irrespective of Beijing’s arguments to the 

contrary. And Ukraine will be even less inclined to play any role in advancing BRI, particularly given EU and U.S. objections 

to the initiative. 

In the long run, China’s inconclusive position may well prove a stumbling block to the BRI’s designs. Given China’s passivity 

on Ukraine, participant countries may begin to hedge their security (and political) bets as little backing can be expected 

from China, which may not even be able to play the role of a constructive mediator in the event of a conflict. In addition 

to the war’s effective elimination of Ukraine as a key link in the BRI, the risk of sanctions damages economic relationships 

that are crucial for China’s economy. Structural changes in the international system often accelerate in a crisis when an 

aspiring world-power has the opportunity to heighten its position. However, in the case of the current crisis, China has 

chosen to play on the margins for all the world to see and acknowledge. 

 


